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Free Essay: Sports Journalism For my career research paper I have chosen to delve into the world of the sportswriter,
and take a closer look at what that.

These agencies included Pardons, or the Cricket Reporting Agency , which routinely provided the editors of
the Wisden cricket almanac, and Hayters. All the information is available at the palm of their hand. Other
titles, such as the irreverent monthly soccer magazine When Saturday Comes, have effectively gone
mainstream. The Tour de France was born, and sports journalism's role in its foundation is still reflected today
in the leading rider wearing a yellow jersey - the color of the paper on which L'Auto was published in Italy,
the Giro d'Italia established a similar tradition, with the leading rider wearing a jersey the same pink color as
the sponsoring newspaper, La Gazzetta. The advent of the internet has seen much of this fan-generated energy
directed into sports blogs. Johnson said he tweets before, during and after games to break news like injuries,
but he also likes to provide information and analysis during the game that his followers would be unlikely to
find anywhere else. There are two main types of journalism which are print journalism and also broadcast
journalism. This helps spread information about sports to anyone who wants it. I have chosen to research this
form of journalism because I consider myself to be a sports fanatic, and would very much enjoy spending the
rest of my working days writing about the conditions in the world of sports. The first sports reporter in Great
Britain, and one of the first sports reporters in the World, was an English writer Edgar Wallace , who made a
report on The Derby on June 6, for the British Broadcasting Company. Are women being used as sex symbols,
are they really being accepted in the sports world or is the sports world just creating balance. If they are denied
access, this gives male reporters a competitive advantage in the field, as they can interview players in the
locker room after games. Female reporting[ edit ] There has been an ongoing debate as to whether or not
female reporters should be allowed in the locker rooms after games. Socio-political significance[ edit ] Major
League Baseball gave print journalists a special role in its games. I am focusing more on the job of a sports
writer. A career in sports journalism would be a good career for me because sports are intriguing to me, I view
this career as an achievable career, and the job fits my lifestyle. This has become even more apparent with the
increase in online social engagement. Sheets believes newspapers made a mistake by not switching to different
types of stories earlier. The removal of writers, who could benefit fiscally from sensational sports stories, was
done to remove this perception of a conflict of interest , and to increase statistics volume, consistency, and
accuracy. As other online sports media outlets catch on to this trend, we may see more of them tailor their
approach to counter the approach of the traditional outlets. Sportswriters regularly face more deadline pressure
than other reporters because sporting events tend to occur late in the day and closer to the deadlines many
organizations must observe. Glanville wrote several books, including novels, as well as scripting the
memorable official film to the World Cup staged in England. Currently, algorithms can generate news for
earthquake alerts, company earnings reports, and crime reporting. It will be important for young journalists
going forward to recapture a passion for accurate, ethical journalism. It stages two awards events, an annual
Sports Awards ceremony which recognizes outstanding performances by British sportsmen and women during
the previous year, and the British Sports Journalism Awards, the industry's "Oscars", sponsored by UK Sport
and presented each March. He is writing constantly for hours for live blogs, social media and game stories on
deadline for the website. This essay will focus on the complexity of the National Hockey League, or the NHL,
for short, is both a league and a corporate enterprise. The rule books are important, because it spreads the
knowledge about the game, and it can get people interested in new games. Is this information on the record? In
Europe[ edit ] The tradition of sports reporting attracting some of the finest writers in journalism can be traced
to the coverage of sport in Victorian England, where several modern sports â€” such as association football,
cricket , athletics and rugby â€” were first organized and codified into something resembling what we would
recognize today. In a Nieman Reports article , she said the sports department for the Denver Post is constantly
having discussions about how best to get breaking news to readers while integrating the social media strategy
with the print and online publications. Tabloids are the most popular type of paper; it is often smaller in size,
more colourful and relies on page three girls and other such shock tactics, to attract readers. Tom Bower , with
his sports book of the year Broken Dreams, which analyzed British football, followed in the tradition
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established a decade earlier by Andrew Jennings and Vyv Simson with their controversial investigation of
corruption within the International Olympic Committee. If the consumer no longer wants the traditional game
story, what should fill the sports pages? In a recent interview with Gary Webb, a sports writer for The
Spectrum, he says that "the people have demonstrated that there is an audience that loves hearing about
women athletes. All of these different apps are a part of sports media in the form of using smartphones and
apps. And hope that someone figures out how to make the money that makes it possible to again do real
journalism. People can get real time results right from their phone. Newspapers have been forced to adapt with
smaller sports departments, and they must now alter the types of stories in the print product to fit consumer
demand. Have we become so caught up in finding out gossip that we have left the real news article behind


